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ShipMonk's new UK fulfillment center

empowers ecommerce brands to

affordably expand European operations.

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, January 24, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- ShipMonk, a

leading provider of ecommerce

fulfillment and 3PL technology

solutions, continues its international

expansion to a new location in the

United Kingdom. The fulfillment center

adds another layer to ShipMonk’s

growing global network that includes

the United States, Europe, Mexico, and Canada, and follows our recent Texas fulfillment center

launch.  

ShipMonk’s current and future ecommerce merchants can leverage the fully-integrated facility to

Expanding our footprint

globally not only widens the

scale of our operations and

diversifies resources, it

enables our clients to scale

to new geographies

seamlessly.”

Jan Bednar, ShipMonk

Founder and CEO

affordably expand their European operations. Strategically

located within the major logistics hub of Birmingham, the

UK fulfillment center provides direct access to the British

Isles and all of Europe. The new fulfillment center is

located at: Unit 3 Interlink Way E, Bardon Hill, Coalville

LE67 1LG, UK.

Expanding within the UK supports ShipMonk’s continuing

mission to improve client margins, drive down operational

costs, and empower ecommerce merchants to grow their

brands. The tech-enabled, 1st party UK fulfillment center

will be completely owned, managed, and operated by

ShipMonk. Responding to client demands, this new European 3PL stronghold will offer the same

best-in-class services, reduced shipping rates, and faster delivery times ShipMonk is known for.

“We base business decisions on how we can enhance our platform so it provides our clients with

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.shipmonk.com/
https://www.shipmonk.com/fulfillment-services/third-party-logistics-fulfillment
https://www.shipmonk.com/united-kingdom


opportunities for continued success and growth,” said Jan Bednar, ShipMonk’s founder and CEO.

“Expanding our footprint globally not only widens the scale of our operations and diversifies

resources, it enables our clients to scale to new geographies seamlessly.”

Within the past year, ShipMonk has accelerated its strategic growth and international expansion

through acquisitions of El Mar Mexico (321 Fulfillment from Mexico) and Ruby Has Fulfillment

(adding six United States locations and one in Canada). ShipMonk UK will further advance the

company’s plan for expanded carrier territories while enhancing its first-of-its-kind technology

platform to serve existing and new clients internationally. 

The ShipMonk Fulfillment Platform eliminates the stress and hassle involved with managing

orders, tracking inventory, and dealing with fluctuating shipping circumstances so entrepreneurs

can focus on growing and scaling their businesses. ShipMonk technology can give ecommerce

merchants the extra peace of mind that orders will arrive on time, accurately, and reliably. Learn

more about ShipMonk’s history and tech-driven vision below, and on www.shipmonk.com. 

Shipmonk is looking forward to helping high-growth DTC brands master their European shipping

and fulfillment strategies with the new UK facility. This addition to the 3PL’s international

footprint is only the beginning. ShipMonk has plans for continued expansion within the US and

internationally in the Czech Republic.

ABOUT SHIPMONK

From its inception in 2014, ShipMonk has operated with a singular guiding principle: to help the

fastest growing DTC brands scale by offering technology-driven fulfillment solutions that enable

entrepreneurs to devote more time to the things that matter most in their businesses.

ShipMonk’s 75+ integrations, best-in-class 3PL fulfillment software, and 10+ facilities provide

ecommerce companies the infrastructure they need to expand successfully. Leverage

ShipMonk’s logistics expertise to see why Inc. 5000 has ranked the 3PL as one of America’s

fastest-growing businesses for the last five years.

Headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, FL, ShipMonk has more than 2,000 employees across facilities

in Fort Lauderdale, FL, Pittston, PA, Los Angeles, CA, Dallas-Fort Worth, TX, Bay Shore, NY, Las

Vegas, NV, Dayton, NJ, Louisville, KY, Ontario, Canada, Tecate, Mexico, the United Kingdom and

Prague, Czech Republic. 

For more information, visit www.shipmonk.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/612909009
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